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Application of music in rehabilitation medicine requires an understanding of the mechanisms of music perception. This article discusses
differences in character of the basic melodic elements and addresses some of the specifics of tonal space. Colloquially, music is called
the language of emotion. Bearing in mind that high-level cognitive functioning in humans is inseparable from affective consciousness,
investigating the mechanisms of emotional processing belongs to an important area of cognitive sciences. Studying music perception can
help to advance methods of music therapy and to elucidate major aspects of human consciousness.
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Music is the shaping of the invisible.
Leonardo da Vinci

Introduction
According to imaging studies, music can activate
the biological reward system [1, 2] and cause
goosebumps (piloerection) [3, 4]. Music can affect the
psychophysiological states of the listeners by influencing
their neurochemistry [5], heart rate, respiratory rate, and
electroconductivity of skin [6–10]. Whereas pragmatic
emotions [11, 12] have survival value and occur in
response to specific signs and images, the emotional
responsiveness to music is difficult to explain since
music has neither cognitive constants [13] that are
comparable to words and visible images nor specific
somatosensory sensations such as the warmth of a fire
or the wetness of rain.
The ability of music to influence the physiology of
listeners and to evoke complex emotions [14] without the
involvement of familiar words and recognizable visual
images means that music uses some simple and at the
same time powerful mechanisms of communication that
reach the human mind rather directly.

Psychophysics of consonance
and dissonance and the principle of least effort
The main melodic elements of music — the pleasing
consonances and tense dissonances — produce
different patterns of brain activation in newborns [15].
The heart rate of one-month-old babies changes for
those melodies that the babies heard before birth,

during last month of their mothers’ normal pregnancy
[16]. Studies with 2–4-month-old babies show that the
babies look with interest at the source of consonances
and turn away when they hear dissonant sounds [17]. In
other words, the understanding of the character of the
main melodic elements of music is available to human
beings in infancy. By the age of eight, children develop
an intuition for the language of tonal harmony [18],
which makes the navigation in a tonal space of music
entirely accessible. A study with young adults’ reactions
to different musical styles and different degrees of
tonal modulation (reorientation of a scale from one
tonal center to another in the tonal space) reveals that
people with no formal musical education have a finetuned sensitivity to complex musical processes [19].
Understanding the essence of music’s content does not
require special musical training [20].
Music perception belongs to affective consciousness
[21, 22]; according to a model of the triune brain [23],
the processes of pre-linguistic and emotional awareness
are carried out in the limbic system [24]. Studies of
emotional processing in music focus primarily on the
tonal relationships [25, 26], namely on such aspects
of music as the major and minor modes [19, 27–37].
In musicology, the tonal relationships are explained in
terms of the hierarchy of perceived tonal tension and
tonal instability [38–41]. Intuitive anticipation of tonal
instability resolving into tonal stability is the source of a
sense of movement in music [39, 42].
The concept of tonal instability applies to the
explanation of the basics of music theory and such
structural aspect as musical phrasing to beginner
students. Furthermore, the concept of tonal instability
is essential for theoretical work on musical syntax
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(functional harmony) [25, 41] and the analysis of musical
forms [40, 43, 44]. Because perceived tonal instability is
generated by the hierarchy of tonal attraction, or by the
gradient of attraction, tonal space is defined as a space
of “phenomenal gravity” [45].
One of the directions in the research in music
perception concerns a link between perceived tonal
tension and real physical tension [46–48]; this link allows
us to attribute music perception to а field of embodied
cognition [42, 49, 50]. On the other hand, the discovery
of the gradient of perceptual comfort for combinations
of musical sounds [51, 52] makes it possible to explain
the difference between dissonances and consonances
in terms of the principle of least effort [53]. Namely,
since sounds that make consonant compounds share
important spectral information [54], the sharing most
likely facilitates the neural processing of consonant
compounds as compared to dissonant compound. Here
we are talking about the overtone series generated by
vibration [55].
The commonality of important spectral information
is particularly obvious for the Pythagorean intervals of
the octave, fifth, and fourth. In each of the Pythagorean
intervals, the second tone duplicates one of the
strongest overtones of the first tone (accounting for
the octave equivalence). Even more impressive is the
psychophysics of a triad in a major mode. The “happy”
major triad consists of the fundamental tone and its first
four overtones. (This also means that overtone series
of any naturally produced musical sound begins with a
major triad). Apparently, with regard to the basic melodic
elements we are dealing with the “law of laziness” —
when the processing of a complex auditory signal is
facilitated by duplication of important information in
overtone series of the constituent tones, this translates
into pleasant sonic sensation. This resonates with
Leibniz’s claim that music is “unconscious arithmetic”.
The perception of melodic elements does not require
intellectual efforts, but relies on the unconscious
calculations within the “hidden dimension” of overtones.
The link between perceived tonal tension and real
physical tension [47], as well as the discovery of the
gradient of perceptual comfort for combinations of
musical sound [51, 52], emphasize the importance of
precognitive aspect of music perception. The intuitive
understanding of the basic melodic elements explains
the broad availability of music to different groups
of people, including Alzheimer’s patients [56] and
teenagers with autism [57].

Archaic model of music perception
The link between perceived tonal tension and real
physical tension means that the tonal-temporal patterns
of music convey the logic of emotions [58] using the most
primitive reactions inherent in all living organisms —
physical tension and relaxation. In the context of
affective neuroscience [22], the archaic model of music
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perception [19] proposes that emotions in music are
closely related to visceromotor responses to the tense
and not-tense (“relaxed”) melodic elements. Specifically,
the archaic model of music perception postulates that
the integration of tonal-temporal relationships in music
imitates the dynamics of integration of somato- and
visceromotor information inherent in the formation of
usual nonmusical emotions and that this “internal”
somato- and visceromotor information is essential
to shaping musical structures that convey images of
psychological time.
When comparing the mechanisms of information
transfer in music with the mechanisms of information
transfer in speech, we face a striking difference. Music
has neither words nor parts of speech. Instead, the
perception of music is based on an intuitive sense of
the degree of tonal instability and tension. Vocalization
is a common prehistoric root for speech and music. Its
evolutionary bifurcation into speech and music has led
to radically different principles of communication. While
speech relies on the semantic certainty of words that
can be translated into other languages with considerable
precision, music deals with the emotional component
of vocalization. The only similarity between speech and
music can be found in the intonation of speech, which
sharpens the meaning of words with the emotiondirected modulations of the voice.
When we see people talking passionately about
something, this can stir our feelings. But in order to
understand the monologues of Faust or Othello in the
original languages, we need to understand the meaning
of the words (in German and English, respectively) as
well as the syntactic rules for using the words. As for
music, it is the intuitively perceived gradient of tonal
attraction that underlies music morphology and the
conveyance of the meaning in music.
The hierarchy of discrete levels of tonal instability
forms a frame of reference that allows the reading
of melodic patterns and the perception of musical
structures. In the European tradition, the musical system
of reference is a seven-tone diatonic scale. Tones of a
scale differ in pitch but this is less important than the
difference in the degree of attraction to a tonal center of
a scale, a tonic. Degrees of perceived tonal attraction
generate a tonal space. In the process of listening to
music, listeners’ minds determine the status of each
incoming musical sound in the tonal space by using the
musical system of reference. The condition in which such
an assessment of tonal status is not available is called
amusia [59]. Whereas congenital (neurologically intact)
amusics have a normal understanding of speech, the
inability to create a mental musical system of reference
prevents them from detecting musical structures in the
tonal space. As a result, amusics are not able to detect
musical content.
The tonal space is linear in the sense of sound
frequency distribution (as on a piano keyboard), but
it is nonlinear in the sense of tonal attraction [60].
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Musical matter consists of the seven tones of a diatonic
scale plus five chromatic tones. Moreover, musical
matter is organized cyclically [61, 62] so that the same
12 semitones of the chromatic scale are repeated in
different registers, thus creating a sound range (for
example, the 88 sounds of a grand piano). The simplicity
and economy of music matter is another factor explaining
the broad accessibility of the language of music.

Therapeutic properties of music
The ability of music to activate the biological reward
system and to arouse aesthetic emotions speaks for
the therapeutic potential of music [63]. For example, for
children with autism, music therapy helps to develop
speech [64] and communication skills [65]. Melodic
intonation therapy helps to restore speech in patients
with Broca’s aphasia [66].
One of the most obvious and at the same time
enigmatic effects of music therapy can be observed
in patients with Parkinson’s disease when sounds
of rhythmic music suddenly improve the patients’
movements, as if the functioning of the complex
neurobiological mechanisms of motor behavior, affected
by the deficiency of dopaminergic neurons [67, 68],
becomes “tuned” by the music. Moreover, rhythmic audio
stimulation exercises lead to a sustained improvement in
gait in patients with Parkinson’s disease [69–71].
For stroke patients, listening to music improves both
lexical memory and concentration of attention [72];
the improvement occurs along with subtle structural
reorganization in the frontal-limbic region of the patients’
brains.
Regular playing a musical instrument produces
neuroplastic changes in white and gray matter in children
and adults [63, 73–75). In children, the neuroplastic
changes are accompanied by an improvement in the
performance of memorization tasks [76, 77] that are
correlated with the IQ. In older students, learning to play
a musical instrument increases the level of visuomotor
attention, improves motor functions, and positively
affects the quality of life [78, 79].
One of the promising areas in the creation of
rehabilitation systems that engage the resonant
neurobiological feedback from the patient’s natural
oscillators is the use of music or music-like signals for
controlled correction of functional states [80–85].

Conclusion
The melodic matter of music is distinguished by the
simplicity and economy of its basic elements. Artistic
arrangement of these elements into tonal-temporal
structures creates images of complex psychological
state — the virtual reality of emotions. Perceived
tension, this intuitively sensed main morphological
principle of the language of music, is linked to the motor
system responses to the tense and not-tense musical
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compounds. The concept of perceived tonal tension
comes to neuropsychology from music theory. It is the
union of musicology and neuropsychology that allows
researchers to study the behavioral and neurobiological
correlates of emotional responsiveness to music.
Music demonstrates therapeutic potential, the nature
of which is not always clear. In addition, practicing a
musical instrument and in some cases just listening to
music can generate neuroplastic changes that correlate
with improved cognitive and motor functions. These
therapeutic effects establish music as an instrument of
cognitive therapy.
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